
The fourth edition of VIBGYOR HIGH 

Model United Nations opened its gates to wel-

come young promising delegates from across 

the globe and marked its beginning with the 

mock session held in school on the 13th and 

14th of June. The seminar helped the first tim-

ers familiarize themselves with MUN rules of 

procedures and code of conduct. 

 

ECOSOC 

 

The delegates of ECOSOC, although nervous, 

showed great potential in their discussions that 

spanned the two days. With the Chair absent 

for the mocks, the Co chair was left in charge 

of training the committee filled with unaware 

delegates, who refused to ask for help. The day 

began with the Co chair explaining procedure 

as the delegates tried to stifle yawns every once 

in a while. Once the committee was near famil-

iar with the MUN protocol, the delegates even-

tually began debate. There were discrepan-

cies that were noticed during these discussions 

given the nascent exposure of the delegates; for 

instance, the delegate of China who firmly be-

lieved that his country was a  democratic one. 

Then again, these were just the Mock Sessions 

and they can make all the bloopers they want, 

here. Looking forward to the day of the MUN, 

we expect to have better researched and in-

formed participants and encourage every dele-

gate in this committee to be more involved. 

 

SECURITY COUNCIL 

 
“If the committee is being unanimous, you all 

are being cowards”  

The Chair of the UNSC started off by sharing 

words of wisdom with his delegates that only 

made them feel more daunted by him. After the 

first day of intensive debates and discussions 

on multiple issues, the committee had a far 

more relaxed atmosphere the next day. In-

volvement from the delegates reached its peak 

when they began to scrutinized the North and 

South Korea conflict, paying detailed attention 

to the accusations made towards DPRK for 

forcing its citizens to get specific haircuts. De-

spite their several dramatic statements and 

squabbles, this committee successfully man-

aged to pass a resolution by the end of the 2nd 

day, making it clear that they’re not all play 

and do mean business. From the Delegate of 

Iran’s lessons on how drugs are made, to Ger-

many’s delegate’s violent outburst, the UNSC 

was undoubtedly amongst the most eventful 

committees from which we have great expecta-

tions this year. 

 

DISEC 
 

The diligent delegates of the DISEC had noth-

ing much to say and listened attentively as their 

Chair went back to the basics of MUNing and 

explained details with precision. Once formal 

debating sessions commenced, the delegates 

were enthusiastic and held commendable dis-

cussions. Fueled by the incentive provided by 

the Chair who promised to allot major coun-

tries such as Russia, China and the USA to the 

delegates who performed their best, this      

committee witnessed some of the best speakers 
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 and was certainly the most well prepared committee of the 

lot. 

 

 

HRC 
 

The committee with the maximum amount of delegates was 

rather quite on their first day as they thoroughly revised and 

re revised procedure. Day 2 started with an impassive debate 

on the condition of women in prisons, where we had two 

delegates representing Thailand. Each with a raging competi-

tive spirit, they constantly tried to prove themselves to be a 

better representative of their country than the other. With 

help from the Co chair, who stepped in as the delegate of 

USA to liven the debate, the HRC was all in all a productive 

and capable committee. 

 

 

UNDP 

 
The committee which required disciplinary etiquettes more 

than any other, the moderated caucuses in the UNDP proved 

to be more eventful than what the Chair had bargained for. 

With constant bickering and crosstalk amongst delegates, 

table thumping, loud groans of disagreements, giggling and 

prattling, this committee was nothing short of a replica of our 

Indian Lok Sabha sessions. While the Delegate of UK made 

impressive claims of having recently met “Her Majesty”, the 

Delegate of USA decided to play a more authentic role and 

fake an American accent for the rest of the session. Thanks to 

a few amusing delegates, such as the Delegate of UK who 

probably spent more time outside being barred than sitting in 

committee, the UNDP remained an entertaining committee 

on both the days of the mock and a personal favorite of the 

Press Corps. We look forward to seeing what more these 

delegates have in store for us during the next three days and 

wish the Chair and Co chair all the patience to run this com-

mittee. 

SPECPOL 
 

The SPECPOL was filled with delegates who refused to leave 

their seats, forcing the Chairs to give them occasional frus-

trated bouts of encouragement. Soon enough a handful of 

experienced delegates kept the committee alive as they dis-

cussed Russia-Ukraine crisis. With an unlikely friendship 

between the two countries, both the delegates made their 

working paper and stood against the entire committee. 

Though it started off slow, the SPECPOL eventually picked 

up pace and made substantial progress 

 

 

HSC 

 
The strictly compliant Chairs of the HSC, systematically dis-

cussed all rules of procedure with the delegates on the first 

day and made sure the committee maintained a serious at-

mosphere. Due to the low turn out of delegates on the next 

day, a joint HSC and SC session was held on the topic of nu-

clear nonproliferation. Several delegates despite their lack of  

experience, picked up quick and the committee ran smoothly. 

 

 

LA VOCE 



ModaRated 
 

Welcome to the fiercely chic segment of La Voce. If 
you thought your feisty debating skills are all its going 
to take to impress the Press, we’re sorry to burst your 
bubble. While we do hope that you’re a bright cookie 
validating your arguments well in committee, we expect 
you to be just as charmingly dressed. Yes, we may be 
extremely hard to please, but the task is not impossible.  
 
For men there is really only one option: a suit. The kind 
of suit you wear may vary but let’s make sure they’re 
sharp well fitted ones and don’t look like they’re bor-
rowed from your father. Boys behave like men, and 
make good use of your belts; let the trouser do its job 
and cover you. Some colour is always welcome, but ex-
ercise caution and do not go overboard.  
 
Girls, we expect great sartorial standards to be set by 
you. Compared to men, your formal attire has fewer 
limitations. If wearing a skirt or a dress, remember to 
stick to appropriate knee lengths. We assure you there 
are no prizes for a peek into your assets, so guard it 
close.   
 
Now we know the ladies love their stilettos and pumps, 
but wearing 5 inch heels to a model UN conference is 
not really a great idea. Comfort should be your priority 
and we recommend you to carry an extra pair of flats in 
case you can’t skip on flaunting those heels. 
 

We believe that real elegance is in the mind, but it 

wouldn't hurt for your outfit to match your intellectual 

ability. But this year, we'd really like to see you get 

creative (and yet stick to the rules) to make a lasting im-

pression.  

 

And remember, bow ties are cool.  

LA VOCE 
Types of delegates 

you will encounter 

this MUN 

 

1). The Master of Mayhem: Primarily helping keep the 

committee interesting, these delegates are always looking to 

spark a controversy by challenging every point made in 

committee. Most likely to be cracking stale one liners and 

threatening to launch an attack on at least one country dur-

ing the conference, we can’t love them nor can we ignore 

them. 

 

2) The Insufferable know-it-all: Every committee always 

has that one delegate who knows more about your desig-

nated country than you do. These kinds take their MUNing 

very seriously and will certainly provide you with ‘the 

source on that.’ Some of them more tolerable than the oth-

ers, these delegates call for constant interruption. “Point of 

Order on the EB” “Factual Inaccuracy” “According to arti-

cle ii section 3 clause 2…”  

 

3) The Beauty with Brains: The Beauty with Brains that 

you prejudged when you first entered committee, isn’t here 

just for the socials, she actually knows what she’s talking 

about! Not content with their gifted beauty, these delegates 

are feminist overachievers who will not give up on that Best 

Delegate award without a fight. 

 

4) Doctor Who What Why: The most clueless of the lot, 

these delegates could not care less about what happens in 

committee.  

“What’s the topic of this moderate caucus? Oh it’s the GSL” 

“No Chair, I do not wish to speak on this topic” 

“There’s a country called Burkina Faso?” 

This is probably the majority of you. 

 

5) The “foreign” delegate: "Is the accent real?" - Most of 

you #4 delegates will spend your time pondering over this 

question. This delegate has an unmistakably strong accent 

that they haven't lost in all their time here. And everything 

they say sounds smarter than it actually is, courtesy of the 

accent. But don't let their intonation intimidate you.  



Shenanigans 

LA VOCE 

MUN Analogies you 

must use 
 

 

1) This resolution is like a white crayon: useless. 

 

2) This resolution is like Bastoise using hydro pump on Rapi-

dash. Its super effective! 

 

3) Being a part of this resolution is like getting a hug from 

Voldemort; awkward, painful and humiliating. 

 

4) This resolution is as simple as my brother John. However, 

unlike my brother John, this reso might actually work. 

 

5) The perks of this resolution are like the cure to cancer; they 

don’t exist. 

 

6) This resolution is like Spongebob, it makes you smile but if 

you look closely it has no brains and is full of holes. 

 

7) This resolution is similar to driving off a cliff. Thrilling and 

exciting at first, but eventually it gets you killed. 

 

8) This resolution is like a pair of baggy trousers, it falls down 

at every opportunity. 


